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As a result of a refinement of the crystal structure of tundrite (based on a new x-ray experiment) a
changed chemical formula is establisbed for this mineral; tundrite has become a representative of a
comparatively rare family of minerals, the silico-carbonates.

PACS numbers: 61.50.Qy, 61.10.Fr

Preliminary information as to the structure of the com-
plexsilicate tundrite was presented in an earlier paper.!

Following an incomplete chemical analysis and subsequent
examination by x-ray diffraction (the diffraction pattern
ooingrecorded photographically). the mineral was given
theformula

A new discovery of tundrite2 has now presented an-
alysts with an adequate amount of good-quality material,
facilitating a more precise determination of the chemical
composition of this mineral. one of the characteristic
components being carbonic acid (this was subsequently
alsofound in samples obtained from different sites). so
thatnowtundrite occupies an important position in the in-
teresting family of silico-carbonates. hitherto having only
alimited nwnber of representatives.

Processing of the new chemical analyses leads2 to the
general formula

(Na, Kb-x(TR. Ca)4(Ti, Nbh(Si04)2(C03b' (OH) . 2H20 (2)

or approximately Na04Ce4Ti2(Si04h<S03h04' (OH) . 2H20.
Comparison with ref. 1 shows that the anion half of
the formula has altered considerably; a considerable
proportion of the oxygen atoms have passed into the car-
bonate groups (C03)2-, with a corresponding reduction in the
manner of neutral H20 molecules.

It should be noted that the relatively poor accuracy of
the determination of the intensities in ref. 1 (using the
photographiC method) and its inevitable consequence (dif-
fuse maxima on the electron-density maps) prevented re-
liable separation of the light elements C and

°
in the pres-

ence of the extremely heavy Ce atoms (ZCe/ZC
""

10,
ZCe/ZO ""7), either by reference to the R factors or by
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(1)

reference to the heights of the p(xyz) peaks. Since the
chemical data were incomplete we had to regard some of
the anions appearing in the p(xyz) maps as neutral water
molecules because of their considerable valence under-
saturation, revealed when calculating the Pauling valence
balance.! Nevertheless, 'the total number ofO anions in
the formula established by x-ray and purely chemical
methods practically coincided.

The changed formula of tundrite made it essential to
repeat the structural investigation using independent ex-
perimental material. We used single crystals of Khibinsk
tundrite2 corresponding to the most accurate chemical an-
alysis available. The 3700 independent Fko - F~k5 were
recorded in a Syntex pI automatic diffractometer without
any absorption correction, the omission being justified by
the lamellar form of the sample (the great brittleness of
the mineral prevented any machining). The refined pa-
rameters of the triclinic cell were a = 7.560;,0.002; b =
13.957;,0.003; c = 5.040",0.001 A; CI= 101"07';,10'; (3=
70°52;,10'; y= 100°01;,10'.

The three-dimensional P(uvw) function (Fig. 1) was
solved by the multiple-peak method.3 The initial vector
was the one indicated as I in the figure (intensity about
1000 relative units) with coordinates u = 0.13 v = 0.44 w =
0.10. Using the principles indicated in ref. 4, we estab-
lished the multiplicity of this vector as 2. The construc-
tion of M3(I, I) = M{M2(I) . [M2(I)]} led to a vector system ofthe

first order5,6 and this was taken as the new vector s urn p'.
Expansion of the latter with respect to vector II (Fig. 1)
left one point in 'M3 (II, II) = M {[' M2(II) . [' M2(II)]}, where

'M2(II) = M{P', p'}. Thus (in conformity with ref. 7) the
parallelogram based on vectors I and II becomes unique
in the main system of coordinates and may be chosen as
the separating polygon.8 Since the original displacement vec-
tors I and II are the strongest in the P(uvw) map, it is
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TABLE 1. OJordinates, Temperature Parameters (B), Multiplicities fl, and Relative Values
of p for the Basic Atoms (Btot =0.88 ;'2, Rhkl = 0.07, F.g. pI)

Atoms
I

x/a yl/)

I

lie

I

IJ. .\2

I " I

p

Ce(1) o .6565 0.7787 O.5923 0.83 1.99 1009
Ce(2) 0.2181 0.7776 0.3103 1.04 1.97 935
Ti 0.6100 O.9997 0.1947 0.10 2.15 368
Si 0.9610 0.8578 0.9115 0.37 2.00 203
Na(1) 0 0 0.5000 1.82 0.99 82
Na(2) 0.1405 0.4747 0.1748 2.08 1.97 78
Na(3) 0.5000 0.5000 o .5000 3.26 0.91 65
C(1) 0.7914 0.3534 0.2433 1.22 1.94 40
C(2) O.5993 O.6535 0.0623 0.71 1.97 55
0(1) O.9335 0.7563 0.7068 0.66 2.00 63
0(2) O.7925 0.9172 o .9089 0.81 2.00 70
0(3) 0.1613 0.9167 0.7245 0.70 2.00 79
0(4) o .9563 O.8430 o .2243 0.88 2.00 61
0(5) o.4053 0.9185 0.0677 0.8) 2.00 71
0(6) O.5504 0.9189 0.4993 0.74 2.00 72
0(7) 0.8735 0.3813 0.9915 0.0] 2.00 46
0(8) O.8096 0.4043 O.4623 2.41 2,00 48
0(9) 0.3343 0.3761 0.7702 1.46 2.00 57
octO) O.4046 o.3923 0.1771 1.37 2.00 65
0(11) 0.3076 0.7558 0.7489 1.24 2.00 73
0(12) O.5458 0.7415 0.1339 0.91 2.00 70
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the P(uvw) distribution, and also by reference to the dif.
ference series of t.p(xyz) (the contributions of the heavi~
Ce, Ti, and Si atoms being subtracted).

Fig. 1. Tundrite. Three-dimensional Patterson function P(uvw); of the two numbers appearing adjacent to some of the maxima,

the first gives the weight in relative units and the second gives the height w in hundredths of the c axis. The arrows indicate the
displacement vectors I, n, and IlL The dashed line indicates the separating polygon (parallelogram (two different choices of par-

allelogram are shown, leading to tWo identical copies of the basic system but displaced relative to one another).

natural to ass wne that the vertices of the parallelogram in
question are the ends of the Ce-Ce vectors.

The resultant M4 = M{M2(I)[M2(II)J1 gave two copies
of the basic system - direct and inverse - and in order to

eliminate of these yet another vector was added to the
peak-separating parallelogram, until a maximwn having
a centrosymmetrical twin analog was obtained in M4 (vec-
tor III in Fig. 1). Ultimately in Ms = M{M4(L II), M2(III)}
we established 22 points, of which eight (four correspond-
ing to Ce atoms. plus four taken as Ti and Si atoms) were
used to calculate the phases when constructing the first
electron-density synthesis p(xyz) (R factor"" 24.8% B = 0).

Twelve new maxima coinciding with those separated in Ms
were introduced when constructing the second synthesis
(R = 23.1%), in which all the light atoms of the structure
were located. Allowance for the latter in the final p(xyz)
distribution reduced the R factor to 21.5o/c. The reliability
of the placing of the atoms was monitored by reference to
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The model obtained at the present stage of solution
confirmed the validity of the structural base est!j.bHshed
in ref. 1; it includes all the high-valence cations (apart
from C) and also the whole oxygen matrix of the structun
and a high proportion of the Na atoms. A new feature of
special importance was the sharp revelation of the C at-
oms in the form of typical triangles and also yet another
large cation of low scattering power (absent from the ear;
Her model), which was taken as Na+.

The "x-ray" content of the cell corresponded to the
formula Na4Ce4Ti2Si2C4024, which again lay outside the
framework of the latest chemical analysis2 by reason of
the extra Na and C atoms (one of each), even without con.
sidering the protons H+. A further characteristic of the
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r ABLE 2. Interatomic Distances and Valence Angles in the Tundrite Structure

Atoms
I

Dista~ces,

I

Angles.

II

Atoms
\

Dist:;ces,! Angles-,

A O-Me-O O-Me-O

Ce(l) -1 2.43 5i -1 1.62
Ce(l) -2 2.56 5i -2 1.65
Ce(l) -4 2.54 5i -3* 1.65
Ce(l) -6 2.42 5i -4* 1.61
Ce(l) -9 2.57 1 -2 2.58 103'40'
Ce(l) -10 2.73 1 -3* 2.56 102'49'
Ce(l) -11 2;48 1 -4* 2.72 114'33'
Ce(l) -12 2.64 2 -3' 2.64 106'00'
Ce(l) -12* 2;69 2 -4* 2.74 113'48'
Ce (2) -1 2.42 3*-4* 2.75 114'42'
Ce (2) -3 2.58 Na(l) -2 2.46 (X2)
Ce(2) -4 2.52 Na(l) -3 2.45(X2)
Ce (2) -5 2A5 Na(l) -4 2.41 (X2)
Ce(2) -7 2.58 Na(2) -7 2.53
Ce (2) -8 2.91 Na (2) -8 2.55
Ce (2) -11 2.70 Na(2) -9 2.46
Ce(2) -11* 2;67 Na(2) -10 2.49
Ce(2) -12 2.46 Na(2) -7* 2.34
Ti -2* 2.01 Na (2) -8* 2.34
'Ii -6 1.95 Na (3) -8 2.85 (X2)
Ti -5 1.95 Na(3) -9 2.30(X2)
Ti -3* 2:01 Na(3) -10 2.22 (X2)
'Ii -5* 1.93 C(I) -7 1.31
Ti -6* 1.96 C(1) -8 1.24

2*-6 2.94 95'55' C(I) -11 1.32
2*-5 2.77 88'51'

7_ 8 2.24 123'08'
2*-3* 2.74 86'0\)' 7-11 2.23 115'47'
2*-5* 2.94 96'12' 8-11 2.23 121'00'
3*-5* 2.91 94'57' C(2) -9 1.27
6 -5* 2.73 89'12' C(2) -10 1.27
6 -3* 2.94 96°07' C(2) -12 1.32
3*-6* 2.78 88°59' 10- 9 2.25 124°17'
6 -6* 2.52 80°29' 10-12 2.23 118°23'
5*-6* 2:71 88'18' 9-12 2.21 117°01,'
5 -5* 2.52 80°45'
5 -6* 2.91 96'19'

The nwnbersin the8atoms8 column denote 0 atoms belonging to the twelve crystallo-
graphic complexes (T able 1), The asterisk denote$ atoms derived from basic symmetry

operations. The angular quantities 0- Me-O are expressed as angles based on the corre-
sponding edges of the polyhedra.

newmodel is the centrosymmetrical distribution of all the
atoms in the cell, without any exception, despite the fact
that all the preliminary calculations were carried out in
theacentric PI group. The existence of the x-ray sym-
metry center contradicted the appearance of a piezo-ef-
feetin tundrite crystals. 1 At the later stages of the struc-
tural analysis these contradictions thus also had to be
solved. The least-squares refinement of the working mod-
elwas therefore executed within the framework of both
space groups (PI and pI) in relation to the positional and
thermal parameters and also the real multiplicities ofthe
positionsoccupied by Ce3+. Na+, and C. The resultant R
factors for the acentric and centrosymmetrical groups
were almost the same, 0.064 and 0.070, respectively.
Theaverage deviations of the refined coordinates of the
acentric model from their ideal values in the PI group
were no greater than 0.02 'A for the heavy and 0.06 'A for
the light atoms, while the paired averaging of the posi-
tional parameters of atoms linked by a "pseudocenter"
practically reproduced the coordinates of the centrosym-
metrical version (Table 1).1) The interatomic distances
(Table 2) in the second case were far more logical than
in the acentric model, especially in the C triangles. Thus
within the framework of the PI group the C -0 bond lengths
vary from the too-short value of 1.11 'A to the anomalously
long 1.39 'A; the lengths of the 0-0 edges vary over the
range 2.17-2.28 A, and the valence angles O-C -0 over
the range 113-133°. In the pi group the corresponding
values were 1.24-1.32, 2.21-2.25 A, and 116-120°. In the
centrosymmetrical aspect of the structure, the unnatur-
ally short-ended Na-O distances were eliminated. and the
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lengths of the bonds in the tetrahedra were equalized.
Thus within the accuracy limits of our x-ray experiments
the structure of tundrite is centrosymmetrical aod may
be described within the framework of the pI Fedorov
group. The existence of the piezo-effect (if existing in-
dications of this are valid) is clearly associated with finer
nuances of the structure, not susceptible to x-ray an-
alys is. 2)

The refined true multiplicities of the cations in the

Fig. 2. Tundrite. Projection of the structure in polyhedra on the (001)
plane. The ends of the Ti-Si-O network (shaded) are shown, together

with walls of Ce polyhedra (dotted). The circles represent Na cations,
the black triangles COs groups. The dashed lines indicate Na -0 bonds.
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two versions of the structure practically coincide with the
ideal values for the corresponding Fedorov groups; we are
thus compelled to accept the presence of four alkali cations
and four carbon atoms in the cell. In the finally accepted
centrosymmetrical model (Table 1) the occupation factors
11in the one-fold positions amount to 0.91 and 0.99, and in
the two-fold positions 1.97; for the two independent C at-
oms we have 1.94 and 1.97 (2 in the ideal situation). The
conclusion as to the even number of these atoms is also
supported by the ordinary and difference syntheses of
p(xyz) plotted on the basis of the previously refined coor-

dinates. Peaks of approximately the same intensity cor-
respond to independent atoms of the same chemical nature
(in the one-fold complexes of the _PI group). Although the
structural analysis favored the PI Fedorov group and the
new cell content to a high degree of reliability, the pres-
ence of heavy Ce atoms (Z = 58) in the cell nevertheless

gave grounds for internal dissatisfaction. The influence
of the Ce atoms on the character of the intensity distribu-
tion in the F2 series and then on the electron-density dis-
tribution was decisive: The centrosymmetrical disposi-
tion of these in the cell might lead to a false centrosym-
metrical arrangement of the model as a whole, leading to
the "appearance" of light atoms (C in particular) on the
p(xyz) maps, although these were in fact absent. The
reasonably accurate measurement of the experimental
intensities, however, (Rhkl = 0.064) enabled us to construct
differential Patterson syntheses with coefficients [Fe-

F3Ce+2TI + 2Si]2 and Fe2- F 4de+ 2Ti +2Si; these yielded four
sharp independent Ce-Na vectors and also four indepen-
dent Ce-C vectors, Le., once again the centrosymmet-
rical nature of tundrite and the material content of its cell,
Na4Ce4 Ti2Si2C 4024were confirmed.

Instead of the three Na atoms and three C atoms in-
dicated by chemical analysis, the tundrite cell contains
four of each, and the molecules of constitutional water are
in fact absent. We cannot fail to note that if, in the chem-
ical analysis of the mineral,2 the sum of all the losses in-
curred while roasting (earlier ascribed to H20) is added
to the percentage C02 content, the total number of C atoms
in the cell becomes equal to 4. We may add that the
tundrite structure does not contain any large spaces ca-
pable of accommodating extra water molecules (apart from
the 24 oxygen atoms already located).

Let us now consider isomorphic substitution in the
group of cations. The chief impurity elements in tundrite
are Ca and Nb. The first isomorphically replaces the large

Fig. 3. Tundrite. Titanium- silicon- oxygen network in projection on
the (010) plane.
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Ce cation while the second enters into the Ti octahedra on
the principle ofheterovalentisomorphism: Ce3+ + Ti4+.""
Ca2+ + NbH. An indirect indication of this may be given
by the 11values of the corresponding basic atoms (Tablel),
to which the standard f curves corresponding to unchargeil
Ce and Ti atoms were attributed during the structure cal.
culation. According to the resultant values of 11,most of
the Ca enters into the nine-pointed polyhedra of Ce(2),
which have a lower p maximum than Ce(l) and a greater
temperature factor Bj. We note than, in refining theacen.
tric version of the structure, preferential Ce - Ca sub-
stitution was only established for one of the four indepen-
dent Ce atoms, which suggests a selective type of iso-
morphism in relation to the latter (this also constitutes a
potential cause of the reduction in the symmetry of the tun-
drite structure). A llowing for these main impurities,
formula (2) may be expressed in the form

Na2(Ce, Ca)2(Ti, Nb)O,[SiO.j (CO,),. (3)

The two independent Ce atoms are situated in large
nine-pointed polyhedra of irregular shape with distances
Ce-O 2.42-2.91 A. The titanium atoms lie in distorted
octahedra with Ti-O 1.93-2.01 A; among the 0-0 edges,
two are shortened to 2.52 A, and along these edges neigh.
boring Ti octahedra are connected into an infinite column
of the brookite type. The individual Si tetrahedra are
practically regular. with Si -0 = 1.61-1.65 A. The cations
Na(l) and Na(3), lie in large oxygen octahedra with dis-
tances Na(l)-O 2.41-2.46 A and Na(3)-0 2.22-2.85 A. The
coordination polyhedra around the Na(2) are distorted tri-
gonal pyramids with Na(2)-0 = 2.34-2.55 A. The ordinarj
C triangles are considerably distorted: C-C = 1.24-1.32
'A for edge lengths 0-02.21-2.24 'A. The O-C-O valen~
angles fluctuate from 115°47' to 124°17°.

The crystal structure of tundrite represents a com-
pletely new type, never before encountered among natural
minerals. The layer-like character stands out very sharp.
ly in projection on the (001) plane (Fig. 2). Ranks ofTi collllDll
parallel to the [001] are pinned by Si orthotetrahedra to
form a skeletal wall, a layer-like radical of the {Ti204'
[Si04h1~oo = {TiSi061~oo type, in which all the vertices
are separated from their radical partners in the case of
the Ti octahedra but only half in that of the Si tetrahedra,

Fig. 4. Tundrite. Three-layer panel of large Ce and Na polyhedra. The

cross sections of the panel are parallel to the (210); a) at the level x ~

0.25; b) at the level x = 0.5. The black triangles are C03 carbonate grou~
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asin Fig. 3. The Ti columns neighboring each other in
themixed radical are translationally identical along the
[100] direction; they are mutually connected in a direc-
tion perpendicular to the [101] chain axis by a (solely
crystallographically) mirror plane,3) so that large gaps
remain (loop against loop) between them (Fig. 3), covered
topand bottom by pairs of Si tetrahedra and occupied by an
Na(l)cation in the octahedral coordination; the Na octa-
hedron rests with its central section on the edges of tetra-
hedra lying crosswise, while its "trans" -vertices are
closed by the free ("suspended" in the mixed radical) ver-
tices of two other Si tetrahedra. This type of building-in
ofthe alkali cations into a titanium -s ilicon -oxygen net-
workappears characteristically in the layer-like struc-
tures of lomonosovite,9 vuonnemite,10 and innelite.l1

Between the "anion" networks lying at a translation
ofb ~ 14 A from one another (Fig. 2) are three-layer

"cation" panels of large Ce and Na po lyhedra, "larded"
withC03 carbonate groups. Inside this complex fragment
ofstructure the layer-like properties once again appear
quite clearly. The outer continuous walls of the panel are
formed by twelve-pointed Ce polyhedra connected by com-
monedges in the direction of the a axis (7.5 A) and by
vertices along the c axis (Figs. 2 and 4). The central
layer is made up of Na polyhedra of two kinds: trigonal
prisms and octahedra. These appear in Fig. 4a, b, which
illustrates two successive vertical sections parallel to
the (210) plane; each of these passes through Ce polyhedra
connected by an inversion center and made up of Ce, Na,
and C atoms of one crystallographic variety. The Na(2)
prisms, coupled along the edges of their triangular bases
(Fig. 4a), form an infinite zigzag column along the c axis.
Within the cross section each prism has a common verti-
cal edge with a Ce(2) polyhedron and another with a Ce(l)
triangle. The latter also borders two neighboring (along
the z direction) twelve-pointed Ce polyhedra and is "com-
pressed" between the shortened edges of three large poly-
hedra. The vertical edge of the Na prism projecting from
the plane of the sketch is shortened, forming the edge of
a C(2) triangle from the neighboring section. Each Na
prism borders four C03 groups: one along the edge and
two at the vertices.

The mutual disposition of the Ce(l) polyhedra and the
associated carbonate groups (Fig. 4b) practically repro-
duce the scheme already described, but instead of the con-
tinuous columns of Na(2) prisms we have a rank of dis-
crete set-on-edge Na(3) octahedra alternating with flat-
tened empty polyhedra of similar configuration. The ver-

tical edges of the latter form the edges of the C(2) trian-
gles and simultaneously of the Na(2) prisms. The Na(3)

octahedra themselves are in contact at the vertices with
six carbonate groups. The tips of the octahedra project-
ing from the plane of the sketch are linked to the C(l) tri-

angles from the neighboring section. The Na(3) octahed-
ron shares its "vertical" edges with the neighboring Ce(l)
polyhedra and some of the inclined edges with the Na(2)
prisms.

The whole three-story layer in the structure of tun-
drite constitutes a fairly monolithic construction compris-
ing the coordination polyhedra of large cations cemented

with C03 groups. The bond forces within this structure

are distributed in a nonuniform way. The stronger Ce-
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°
(and especially C -0) bonds are concentrated in the

outer sheets of the panel; the inner Na layer is only char-
acterized by the weak Na-O bond forces, and these are
responsible for the perfect cleavage of the tundrite crys-
tals along the (010).

It is quite proper to treat the tundrite structure as
"antimica"; the characteristic three-layered packets with-
in it are represented by a core of Ti and Si polyhedra
[with additional Na(l) + ions] and the outer leaves by ce-
rium walls cemented with C03 triangles. The Na(2) and
Na(3) ions become "fillers" of the interpacket space,
through which the splitting of the crystals into plates takes
place (Fig. 2).

The crystal habit, involving compression along the
(010) plane, agrees with the layer-like character of the
structure. The elongation of the crystals along the c axis
is determined by the columns of Ti octahedra and Na(2)
prisms. The structural characteristics of the mineral
also explain its optical properties. In tundrite (by analogy
with pure carbonates) the character of the birefringence
is mainly determined by the orientation of the C03 groups.
The planes of these are practically parallel to the z axis.
Since the polarization of the electron shells of the oxygen
atoms in the carbonate ion reaches a maximum in the
plane of the ion, the greatest refractive index ng should
coincide with the [001]. On the other hand, the planes of
the C triangles make a maximum angle with the crystal-
lographic a axis; along this axis (or its projection a sinp)
we may expect the smallest index np. The contrast be-
tween ng and np should increase still further on account
of the Ti chains along the [001] direction.

This agrees completely with the optics of tundrite,
and explains, in particular, the extremely large (and rare
for silicates) value of ng-np = 0.12. As regards nm, un-
fortunately this quantity has not been established experi-
mentally. The corresponding axis of the indicatrix is di-
rected along the normal to the (010) (the plane of the op-
tic axes) and makes a small angle of 10° with the b axis.
Figure 4b shows that there is no preferential orientation
of the carbonate groups in the direction in question; how-

Fig. 5. Carbocernaite. Fragment of the structure in projection on the (010)
plane. Wall of Ce and Na (Ca) polyhedra with built-in C triangles.
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TABLE 3. Local Balance of Valences in Tundrite

Anion
I

Na(1)

I

:'(a(2)

I

Na(3)

I

Ce(1)

I

Ce(2)

I

Ti

I

Si

I

C(1) cm
I "

0(1) '/, '/, 1 1'/,0(2) 1/ 1/, ';' 1 2'/./.
0(3) 'Ie II, '/, 1 2'/.0(4) 1/6 II. 'Is 1 1'/.0(5) '/,+'/, 1';'0(6) '/, 1/, ';'+'/. 1';'0(7) '/.+'/. I/O 1'/, 2
0(8) '/.+'/. II. '/, 1'/, 2'/.0(9) '/, II. '/, 1'/, 2
0(10) '/. II. II. 1'/, 2
0(11) 'Is '/,+ I/O 1'/, 2'/,
0(12) '/,+'/, '/, 1'/, 21/,

Despite certain indications as to the qualitative de-
tection of a piezo-effect in tundrite crystals, the structure
of this mineral is described by the centrosymmetrical
Fedorov group PI, within the limits of the accuracy setby
x-ray analysis. The hitherto uncertain chemical composi.
tion of tundrite may now be regarded as bas ically solved,
Tundrite is a complex alkali s'ilico-carbonate of titanium
and the rare earth elements (principally cerium), without
any hydroxyl groups or neutral water molecules; this fol.
lows from the complete balance of valences presented in
Table 3. The high refractive indices ng = 1.880, np =
1.761 also bear witness against the presence of structurally
bound water in this mineral. 2
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cernaite there are not one but two C03 groups. The neces-

sary valence compensation in tundrite is achieved by vir-

tue of the side sheets of the panel - the "anion" titanium-
silicon-oxygen networks {Ti204[Si04h}~oo'

CONC LUSIONS

ever, the planes of the independent C triangles make quite
a large angle with one another (over 60°) and this weakens
(extinguishes) the influence of the C03 groups when light
passes along the b axis, and correspondingly the index nm
should be closer to np than to ng, which agrees with the
established pos itive optical sign of the tundrite crystals
ng-nm > nm -np.

For all the individuality of the atomic structure of
tundrite, certain specific structural features are very
much the same as in other crystal structures of silicates.
Among the representatives of the small class of silico-
carbonates there are no close relatives of tundrite. In the
rare earth kainosite12 Ca2TR2Si4012(C03)H20 carbonate
groups are built in between the shortened edges of neigh-
boring Ti polyhedra in the same way as in tundrite. How-
ever, on the whole kainosite is organized on a different
motif with discrete four-fold [SiPd rings.

It is interesting to compare tundrite with the rare
earth carbonate carbocernaite13 (Na, Ca) (TR, Sr)(C03b
since the two minerals have something in common as re-
gards their motifs (Fig. 5). The Ce walls in the two struc-
tures are practically identical (they are slightly corru-
gated in carbocernaite).4) This is reflected in the close-
ness of the corresponding lattice constants in the plane of
the TR wall of both minerals a = 7.56; c = 5.04A in tundrite
and a = 7.30, c = 5.23 A in carbocernaite. Between the TR
layers are the less compact walls of Na (tundrite) and (Na,
Ca) carbocernaite) polyhedra. The base of the latter is
composed of trigonal prisms, which in the carbonate are
built up to form seven-pointed polyhedra. However, the
chains of the polyhedra in question are drawn out in a di-
rection differing from that in tundrite, namely, along the
b axis. As in tundrite (see above), half of all the C trian-
gles of carbocernaite are characterized by the same sur-
roundings; they are "compressed" between the shortened
edges of three large polyhedra - two Ce and one (Na, Ca).

The spatial orientation of the carbonate groups is also an-
alogous: parallel to the shortest 5 A translation and al-
most perpendicular to the 7 A. The optical characteris-
tics are similar, although with the important difference
than the mean index nm of carbocernaite is closer to ng
than to np.

However. while noting the similarity between the cen-
tral panels of tundrite and carbocernaite, we must not fail
to mention the differences associated with the different
stoichiometry of the motifs under comparison. The "cat-
ion" layer of tundrite contains a superfluous Na atom (in
discrete octahedra), whereas for each TR atom of carbo-

l)The thermal parameters fell within the norm set for the error in both cala

2)One rea~)O for the fall in symmetry may be isomorphic substitution afilie

atoms, to be considered later.

')This arrangement of neighboring brookite chains appears here for the filii

time. In brookite itself (within the limits of a single layer) these columw
repeat one another in a direction normal to the axis of the Ti chains, A

picture analogous to that of brookite is encountered in columbite and the
pyroxenes; in the motifs of these the corresponding columns are consrructcl

from Nb and Mg (Fe, Mn) octahedra.
4)The coordination num ber of the TR in carbocernaite is increased to 10,

but in tundrite also, in addition to the nine closest 0 neighbors, the Ce at.
om has yet another additionallignad, at a distauce of 3.17 'A.
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